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In August, the Resource Group appointed by the Leadership Team asked Pastor Chris 
Fillingham to lead us in a Bible study, “Sexual Orientation and the Bible.” For five weeks we 
explored the controversial texts that reference same-sex encounters.  Our goal was to better 
understand the meaning of these texts as they inform our current conversation around gender, 
sexuality, and inclusion in the Church.  Since then, we have heard various concerns and 
questions about this discussion, such as:  
 

• Why are we talking about this? Are we trying to change the character of our church? 
• Where is this going? Will there be a congregational vote? 

 
We want to answer these questions clearly.  
 
Why?  We are considering this issue because it has come up.  We had an inquiry within our 
congregation about using our spaces for a same-sex wedding.  Our wedding policy does not 
address this question.  The Leadership Team recognized that there would be various opinions 
in our congregation regarding this request.  We recognized the need for conversation and 
discernment to be faithful in our practices.  So we assembled the Resource Group to guide us in 
a congregational conversation. 
 
Where is this going?  We are not planning to change any of Dayspring’s policies or ask for a 
congregational vote.  However, it is the Leadership Team’s job to implement and interpret 
policy.  To that end, the Leadership Team is considering adopting the following interpretation of 
the Wedding Policy: 
 

The Leadership Team affirms our current wedding policy, which makes no distinction 
about who can be married in our church.  As we have always done, moreover, we trust 
our ordained clergy to discern with the Holy Spirit the appropriateness of any wedding 
they are asked to perform.  We put no boundaries on their freedom to accept or deny the 
request to perform any particular wedding. 

 
The Leadership Team has not voted yet, as we are prayerfully considering this interpretation.  
We invite you to spend the month of November in prayer with us.  To that end, we will have 
weekly guided prayers throughout November.  Moreover, the Leadership Team invites your 
comments and feedback.  You can call, email, or speak to any of us individually, trusting that we 
will share your feedback with the whole Leadership Team.  You can also email the church office 
directly and address your email: “To the Leadership Team.”  
 
In this course of action, we are trying to embody the character and values our church adopted in 
2010. “We are nurturing, prayerful, diverse, and hopeful.”   Exploring those values is something 
that we are  also considering as future congregational discussions.   For now, we simply invite 
you to join us in listening for the direction of the Holy Spirit. 
 
Sincerely, 
The Leadership Team: 
Trisha Crow (Moderator), John Boley, Kate Hanch, Jr Stover, Joan Barth, Chris Fillingham (ex-
officio) 


